A ring is called CT (commutative transitive) if commutativity is a transitive relation on its nonzero elements. Likewise, it is wCT (weakly commutative transitive) if commutativity is a transitive relation on its noncentral elements. The main topic of this paper is to describe the structure of finite wCT rings. It is shown that every such ring is a direct sum of an indecomposable noncommutative wCT ring of prime power order, and a commutative ring. Furthermore, finite indecomposable wCT rings are either two-by-two matrices over fields, local rings, or basic rings with two maximal ideals. We characterize finite local rings as generalized skew polynomial rings over coefficient Galois rings; the associated automorphisms of the Galois ring give rise to a signature of the local ring. These are then used to further describe the structure of finite local and wCT basic rings.
Introduction
A group G is called commutative transitive (CT) if for all x, y, z ∈ G \ {1}, (1) xy = yx and yz = zy imply xz = zx.
This notion was defined and studied by Weisner [13] in 1925. Wu [15] proved in 1998 that finite CT groups are either solvable or simple, thus fixing gaps in Weisner's proof. In the solvable case, they are either abelian or cyclic split extensions of their Fitting subgroups [15] . Finite nonabelian simple CT groups had been classified by Suzuki [12] in 1957. He proved that every finite nonabelian simple CT group is isomorphic to some PSL(2, 2 f ), where f > 1. Suzuki's result is considered to have been one of the key steps in the proof of the Odd Order Theorem by Feit and Thompson [6] . Wu's and Suzuki's arguments use deep techniques from cohomology theory and the theory of group representations. On the other hand, the classification of finite-dimensional complex Lie algebras satisfying the CT property is elementary modulo the Levi-Mal'cev decomposition theorem [7] . A relaxation of the above notion is as follows. A group G is called weakly commutative transitive (wCT) if for all x, y, z ∈ G \ Z(G), (1) holds. wCT groups are more complicated than CT groups. For a survey of known results see [1] . Finite nonnilpotent wCT groups were characterized by Schmidt [11] , and Rocke [10] proved some results on finite wCT p-groups.
The aim of this note is to study these notions in the ring theoretical setting. A noncommutative ring with the commutative transitive property as in (1) has no identity. Adjoining one leads to a ring in which the property (1) holds for all noncentral elements, so in this paper we focus our investigation on wCT rings. Some of the important examples of wCT rings include free algebras and affine domains of small Gelfand-Kirillov dimension (Example 2) indicating diversity within the class of wCT rings, so there is little hope of obtaining a unifying theory of wCT rings in general. Hence we focus on finite wCT rings allowing us to deploy the rich theory of finite rings as developed e.g. in [8] , [9] , and [14] , yet some of the results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are valid for finite dimensional algebras over (infinite) fields.
As a sample, we prove that finite simple wCT rings are either fields or algebras of two-by-two matrices over fields. In general, finite wCT rings are direct sums of indecomposable noncommutative wCT rings of prime power order, and commutative rings. We prove that the class of wCT rings is closed under taking factor rings by the Jacobson radical. This implies that finite indecomposable wCT rings are either algebras of two-by-two matrices over fields, local rings, or basic rings with two maximal ideals.
We then focus on local wCT rings. Here, the wCT property is equivalent to the wCT property of the group of units of the ring in question. (This fails to hold for general wCT rings.) In order to study the wCT property for local rings, we give a characterization of finite local rings as generalized skew polynomial rings over coefficient Galois rings. The associated automorphisms of the Galois ring used in this description yield an important invariant of the local ring, the so-called signature. This is then used to further describe the structure of finite local wCT rings. For such rings R with Jacobson radical J satisfying dim J/J 2 = 1 our results are very definitive, while for general local wCT rings only partial results are obtained. Indeed, we provide evidence supporting our belief that the class of all finite local wCT rings is too diverse to allow for a complete classification.
At the end of the paper we briefly touch upon wCT basic rings. Similar methods are used for describing the structure of these. We prove that the wCT property of a basic ring largely depends on the properties of its coefficient ring.
Weakly commutative transitive rings
By analogy with the group case, a ring R is said to be weakly commutative transitive (wCT) if for all x, y, z ∈ R \ Z(R), (1) holds. Here Z(R) stands for the center of R.
We start by giving a basic characterization of wCT rings.
Lemma 1. Let R be a ring. The following are equivalent:
(i) R is a wCT ring.
(ii) For all x, z ∈ R and y ∈ R \ Z(R), xy = yx and yz = zy imply xz = zx.
Proof. Let R be a wCT ring and let x, z ∈ R and y ∈ R\Z(R) be such that xy = yx and yz = zy. If either of x or z belongs to Z(R), then x and z clearly commute. If x, z / ∈ Z(R), then xz = zx by the wCT property. This shows that (i) implies (ii), whereas (ii) clearly implies (i).
Assume now that (ii) holds. Choose x, y ∈ R \ Z(R) such that xy = yx. Then x ∈ C R (y), hence C R (x) ⊆ C R (y) by our assumption. By the symmetry we conclude that C R (x) = C R (y), therefore (ii) implies (iii).
Suppose the ring R satisfies (iii) and choose x ∈ R \ Z(R). Let y, z ∈ C R (x). We want to show that y and z commute, thus we may assume that y, z / ∈ Z(R). By our assumption we get that C R (y) = C R (x) = C R (z), hence yz = zy. This yields (iv).
Let R satisfy (iv) and let x, z ∈ R and y ∈ R \ Z(R) satisfy xy = yx and yz = zy. We have that both x and z belong to C R (y) which is commutative, therefore xz = zx. It follows from here that (iv) implies (ii).
Example 2.
(1) Free algebras k X are wCT. This follows easily from the fact that the centralizer of a nonscalar element of k X is a polynomial ring in one variable over k; this is Bergman's centralizer theorem (see e.g. [4] or [5, Theorem 6.7.7]). (2) For an example of a different flavor, each affine domain of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2 over an algebraically closed field is wCT [3] . (3) By (2), the first Weyl algebra (over, say, C) is wCT. In contrast with that, higher Weyl algebras are not wCT. Consider the second Weyl algebra A 2 (k) with generators p 1 , p 2 , q 1 , q 2 and defining relations p i p j = p j p i and q j q i = q i q j for i, j = 1, 2, p i q i − q i p i = 1 and p i q j − q j p i = 0 for i = j. Then p 1 is not central, commutes with p 2 and q 2 , but p 2 q 2 = q 2 p 2 . (4) Rings R in which centralizers (of noncentral elements) are minimal, in the sense that for all x ∈ R \ {0} (x ∈ R \ Z(R)), the centralizer C R (x) is the subring generated by x, are (w)CT. Such rings were studied and characterized by Bell and Klein in [2] . In particular, they proved that if R is a ring where all noncentral elements have minimal centralizers, then R is either commutative or finite. Furthermore, finite rings with this property are, apart from two exceptions, nil.
The above examples demonstrate a certain richness of the class of general wCT rings, so we restrict our attention to an important subclass, namely finite rings with identity.
2.1. Simple wCT rings. In this subsection we classify finite simple wCT rings, using the Wedderburn theorem. We show that these are either fields or 2 × 2 matrix algebras over a field. Proposition 3. Let R be a nontrivial ring with identity.
(1) M 2 (R) is wCT if and only if R is commutative and zero-divisor free.
(2) For n 3, M n (R) is not wCT.
Proof. (1) Suppose R is commutative without zero-divisors. Suppose xy = yx and yz = yz for noncentral x, y, z ∈ M 2 (R). Since we can subtract central elements from x, y, z, we may assume they are of the form 0 * * * . In addition to that, each of the matrices x, y, z has at least one nonzero entry. Without loss of generality, replace R by its quotient field.
Case 1: Suppose x 12 is nonzero. Let y = 0 y 12 y 21 y 22 . As xy = yx, a straightforward inspection yields two cases. If y 12 = 0, then y 21 = y 22 = 0 contradicting the choice of y. If y 12 = 0, then (since x and y commute) x is a multiple of y. In particular, x commutes with z.
Case 2: Suppose x 21 is nonzero. By transposing the matrices x, y, z, this case reduces to the previous one.
Case 3: Suppose x = 0 0 0 a . If y is as in Case 1, then xy = yx implies y 12 = y 21 = 0. Hence x and z commute.
The three cases considered show that M 2 (R) is wCT. For the converse implication assume M 2 (R) is wCT. If R has zero-divisors, i.e., ab = 0 for some a, b ∈ R \ {0}, then with
Again, xy = yx, yz = zy, and xz = zx.
(2) Consider
where the bottom right 0 is the block (n − 2) × (n − 2) zero matrix. Then x, y, z / ∈ Z(M n (R)), xy = yx, yz = zy and xz = zx.
Corollary 4. Let R be a finite simple wCT ring with identity. Then R is either a field or a 2 × 2 matrix algebra over a field.
Proof. An immediate consequence of the Wedderburn theorem and Proposition 3.
It is clear that Corollary 4 also holds when R is a finite dimensional simple wCT algebra.
Indecomposable wCT rings.
In the first part of this subsection we show that every finite wCT ring is the direct sum of an indecomposable noncommutative wCT ring of prime power order, and a commutative ring. We then proceed to study indecomposable wCT rings. As the main result we prove that indecomposable finite wCT rings are either simple, local, or basic with two maximal ideals (see Theorem 10) .
We have that xz = zx and yz = zy, and this contradicts the fact that R is a wCT ring.
It follows that the elements r 1,i do not belong to the center of R 1 , and that r 1,1 r 1,2 = r 1,2 r 1,1 and r 1,2 r 1,3 = r 1,3 r 1,2 . As R 1 is a wCT ring, we conclude that r 1,1 r 1,3 = r 1,3 r 1,1 , therefore x 1 x 3 = x 3 x 1 , as required.
As an application we classify all wCT group algebras over C. Corollary 6. Let G be a finite nonabelian group. The group algebra CG is wCT if and only if G is either isomorphic to the dihedral group D 4 of order 8, or the quaternion group Q of order 8, or the symmetric group S 3 on three letters.
Proof. Let G be a finite nonabelian group such that CG is a wCT ring. By the Wedderburn theorem, CG is a direct sum of matrix algebras over C. Using Proposition 3 and Proposition 5, we conclude that CG ∼ = C r ⊕ M 2 (C) for some r 0. In other words, G admits r linear irreducible characters and precisely one irreducible character of degree two. It is well known that r = |G : G |, and thus r divides |G| = r + 4. The only such possibilities are r ∈ {1, 2, 4}. Since G is nonabelian,
For the converse note that both CD 4 and CQ are isomorphic to C 4 ⊕ M 2 (C), whereas CS 3 ∼ = C 2 ⊕M 2 (C). These are wCT rings by Proposition 3 and Proposition 5.
Another consequence of Proposition 5 is the following.
Corollary 7. Let R be a noncommutative finite wCT ring. Then R is the direct sum of an indecomposable noncommutative wCT ring of prime power order, and a commutative ring.
Proof. Let
R p = {x ∈ R | p n x = 0 for some integer n 1}.
Since R as a finite abelian group decomposes into the sum of its p-subgroups, R p is nonempty for every prime p that divides |R| and of course R p is a subring of prime power order. But for p = q we have R p R q = 0: if x ∈ R p , say p n x = 0, and y ∈ R q , say q m y = 0, there exist integers a and b such that ap n + bq m = 1 and therefore xy = 0. Thus, R is a direct sum of its prime power order subrings R p . Now Proposition 5 concludes the proof.
We now turn to indecomposable finite wCT rings. We shall prove that these are either simple, local, or basic with two maximal ideals (see Theorem 10) . A crucial step in the proof is to show that the wCT property is closed under taking quotients by the Jacobson radical.
Theorem 8. Let R be a finite wCT ring with identity and J = J(R) its Jacobson radical. Then R/J is also wCT.
Proof. We may assume that R is directly indecomposable, since J(R 1 ⊕ R 2 ) = J(R 1 ) ⊕ J(R 2 ). Because R/J is semisimple it can be written as a direct sum of fields or complete matrix algebras over fields by Wedderburn's theorem.
To prove that R/J is wCT, by Proposition 3 it suffices to check that no matrix algebra of dimension greater or equal to 3 can appear as a direct summand and that at most one of the direct summands is equal to a 2 × 2 matrix algebra. Assume the contrary and let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be orthogonal idempotents in R/J such that e 1 +e 2 +e 3 = 1. By [8, Theorem VII.11], we can lift these idempotents to orthogonal idempotents e 1 , e 2 , e 3 in R such that e 1 + e 2 + e 3 = 1. Obviously, all these idempotents are noncentral. But [e 1 , e 2 ] = [e 1 , e 3 ] = 0 and for every x ∈ R we have [e 1 , e 2 xe 3 ] = [e 1 , e 3 xe 2 ] = 0, therefore wCT implies that [e 2 , e 2 xe 3 ] = e 2 xe 3 = 0 and [e 3 , e 3 xe 2 ] = e 3 xe 2 = 0. Similarly, we prove that e i Re j = 0 for every i = j, thus yielding a decomposition R = e 1 Re 1 ⊕e 2 Re 2 ⊕e 3 Re 3 , which contradicts the indecomposability of R.
Example 9. The converse of the above theorem does not hold. Let 1 k < r and consider the ring
Observe that there exist b, c, d ∈ GF(p r ) such that The factor ring R/J however, is even commutative (it is isomorphic to the field GF(p r )).
Theorem 10. Let R be an indecomposable finite wCT ring with identity. Then either R = M 2 (F ) for a field F , or R/J is commutative (and therefore R/J is either a field or a direct sum of two fields).
Proof. Since R/J is semisimple, Corollary 4 and the proof of Theorem 8 yield only three possible cases: R/J is either a field, a direct sum of two fields or a two by two matrix algebra over a field. So, assume now that R/J = M 2 (F ). By [8, Theorem VIII.26], we know that then R = M 2 (S) for some local finite ring S. Assume that S is not a field. Since S is finite, it contains zero divisors, which is a contradiction with Proposition 3. Therefore, R is indeed a two by two matrix algebra over a field.
2.3.
Local wCT rings. Corollary 7 essentially reduces the study of wCT rings to the study of the indecomposable wCT rings, which in turn are either full matrix algebras, local or basic rings by Theorem 10. The focus of this subsection are local wCT rings. Remember that a ring is said to be local if it has a unique maximal ideal. In general there is no relationship between the wCT property of (the ring) R and its group of units R −1 .
Example 12. Let R be the ring of all upper triangular 2 × 2 matrices over Z 4 . Then R/J ∼ = GF(2) ⊕ GF (2) . It is straightforward to verify that the group R −1 is wCT. On the other hand, the ring R is not wCT. To this end, consider the matrices A = 1 2 0 1 , B = 0 0 0 2 , and C = 0 2 0 1 .
Then B / ∈ Z(R), AB = BA and BC = CB, but AC = CA.
To study the properties of local wCT rings, we recall the notion of a Galois ring. The ring R = GR(p t , r) is said to be a Galois ring if it is isomorphic to the ring Z[x]/(p t , f (x)), where f is a monic polynomial of degree r, which is irreducible modulo pZ. Note that the Galois ring does not depend on the choice of f by [8, Theorem XV.7 and XV.11].
The structure of finite local rings will be described using generalized skew polynomial rings, a notion which we now define. R is a generalized skew polynomial ring if it is defined by a subring A and a finite set of not necessarily commuting elements x i , where there are automorphisms σ i of A such that x i a = σ i (a)x i for all a ∈ A. We then write R = A{x 1 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , . . . , σ n }. For details see [8, Chapter XIX] .
Theorem 13. Let R be a finite local ring with identity, R/J = k = GF(p r ), n = dim k (J/J 2 ) and char(R) = p t . Then R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n }, where A = Z p t [y], the element y ∈ R is an invertible element of order p r − 1, the set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is a k-basis of J/J 2 , and for every i, σ i (f (y)) = f (y p i ) is an automorphism of the Galois ring A.
Proof. Choose y 1 ∈ R such that y 1 + J is a generator of the group k \ {0}. The order of y 1 is equal to (p r − 1)p s for some integer s, since the order of R −1 is equal to (p r − 1)p m for some integer m. Now, take y = y p s 1 and observe that y + J is also a generator of the group k \ {0}. Let A be the subring of R generated by y. If
, y, y 2 , . . . , y p r −1 }, we can show by induction (and by multiplying the equation by p t−i−1 ) that a i = b i for every i. Since the order of y + J in k \ {0} is r, we can therefore uniquely express every element of A as a sum r−1 i=0 n i y i for some n i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p t − 1}. Now let N be an A-module generated by {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }. Note that N ⊆ J. Since R/J(R) = A/J(A), we obtain the decomposition of R as an A-module, R = A ⊕ N . The lemma now follows from the proof of [8, Theorem XIX.6] and the fact that A is a Galois ring, so every automorphism of A is a power of the automorphism that maps y into y p .
Remark 14. Note that the element y defined in Theorem 13 has the following useful property: if y α − y β ∈ J, then y α = y β . We can easily check this by considering the equation modulo the radical and keeping in mind that the image of y is the generator of k \ {0}. Proof. If σ = τ , the assertion is trivial, since both x 1 and x 2 are of the same order of nilpotency. Conversely, assume that f is an isomorphism from R 1 to R 2 and f (x 1 ) = x 2 . The equation
Let σ(y) = y p r 1 and τ (y) = y p r 2 . Then f (y)x 2 = x 2 f (y) p r 1 . Since f is identity on Z p t and its induced mapping on k is an isomorphism, we have f (y) = y p α for some integer α. Thus y p α x 2 = x 2 y p α+r 1 . We also know that yx 2 = x 2 τ (y), therefore x 2 y p α+r 1 = x 2 y p α+r 2 and thus y p α+r 1 − y p α+r 1 ∈ J. This implies α + r 1 = α + r 2 + λr for some integer λ, by Remark 14. Hence r 1 = r 2 + tr, so σ = τ .
Proposition 16. Let R be a finite local ring with identity, R/J = k = GF(p r ), char(R) = p t , n = dim k (J/J 2 ) and A = Z p t [y] a Galois ring. Then there exists a k-basis {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } of J/J 2 such that R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } for some automorphisms σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n of A. Moreover, if τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n are automorphisms of A, and the non-ordered n-tuples (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n ) and (τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n ) are not equal, then R is not isomorphic to the ring A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n }.
Proof. We already have the existence of x i and σ i by Theorem 13. Let f be an isomorphism from R to A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n }. Since f maps a k-basis of J/J 2 into a k-basis of J/J 2 , we have f (x i ) = k λ ik x k for all i. As in the proof of Lemma 15, we have f (y) = y p α for some integer α. Let also σ i (y) = y p r i and τ i (y) = y p s i for every i. So, yx i = x i σ i (y) implies y p α ( k λ ik x k ) = ( k λ ik x k )y p α+r i , thus k (λ ik x k y p α+s k ) = k (λ ik x k y p α+r i ). However, the set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is linearly independent over k, therefore y p α+s k = y p α+r i by Remark 14. So, whenever λ ik = 0, we have τ k = σ i . Since there is at least one nonzero λ ik for every i, we conclude that the non-ordered n-tuples (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n ) and (τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n ) have to be equal.
Definition 17. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n } be a finite local ring with identity, as above. As A is a Galois ring, each τ i is a power map y → y p r i . Without loss of generality, r 1 · · · r n . Then the n-tuple (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) is called the signature of the local ring R. By Proposition 16, the signature of a local ring is well defined and is thus an invariant of the local ring.
Theorem 18. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n }, where A is a Galois ring, and suppose that x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ∈ J commute. Then R is wCT if and only if the sets of fixed points of all nontrivial automorphisms i σ ki i with i x ki i = 0 coincide. Proof. Assume that R is wCT and let σ = i σ ki i and τ = i σ i i be nontrivial for some x = i x ki i = 0, y = i x i i = 0. If x(σ(a)) = xa for every a ∈ A, then σ(a) − a ∈ J for every a ∈ A. If we choose a = y, Remark 14 implies that σ(y) = y, whence σ(a) = a for all a ∈ A. So x / ∈ Z(R) and similarly, y / ∈ Z(R). If σ(a) = a, then [a, x] = 0, and since [x, y] = 0, we have [a, y] = 0, thus τ (a) = a. The converse is obvious.
Corollary 19. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } be a finite local ring with identity, where A is a Galois ring and R/J = k = GF(p r ). Assume that J 2 = 0. Then R is wCT if and only if the sets of fixed points of all automorphisms σ i with
Proof. Since all products of x i and x j are zero, we know by Theorem 18 that R is wCT if and only if the sets of fixed points of all nontrivial automorphisms σ i coincide. The converse is obvious. Proof. By Theorem 13, we have R = A{x; σ} for A = Z p t [y] and σ(y) = y p . Assume R is wCT. By Theorem 18, the sets of fixed points of all nontrivial automorphisms belonging to {σ, σ 2 , . . . , σ m−1 } coincide. Since all automorphisms fix all scalars from A, we consider them modulo J(A). Let F denote the algebraic closure of Z p . The set of fixed points of the automorphism σ j : F → F is a subfield of F isomorphic to GF(p j ). Hence the set of fixed points of σ j : k → k is the meet of GF(p j ) and k = GF(p r ) in the lattice of all field extensions of Z p , therefore it equals GF(p gcd(j ,r) ). Thus for every j m − 1, either gcd(j , r) = gcd( , r), if the automorphism is nontrivial, or gcd(j , r) = r, if the automorphism is trivial. The converse is straightforward, since all nontrivial automorphisms have the same set of fixed points.
Corollary 21. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } be a finite local ring with identity, where A is a Galois ring, and R/J = k = GF(p r ). If J is commutative and r is a prime number, then R is wCT.
Proof. By Theorem 18, R is wCT if and only if the sets of fixed points of all nontrivial automorphisms σ i coincide. Let σ = n i=1 σ ki i and σ i (y) = y p r i . Since r is prime, we either have gcd( n i=1 k i r i , r) = r when σ is the identity, or gcd( n i=1 k i r i , r) = 1. As in the proof of Theorem 20, all nontrivial automorphisms of A have the same set of fixed points.
Proposition 22. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; id, id, . . . , id} be a finite local ring with identity for a Galois ring A, where all x i ∈ J. Then R is wCT if and only if the group 1 + J is wCT.
Example 23. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n }, where A is a Galois ring and R/J = GF(p r ). Assume there exists an integer k such that Let y denote the generator of the Galois ring A and let σ i (y) = y p r i . Suppose at least one automorphism is nontrivial, i.e., suppose without loss of generality that r 1 is not divisible by r. Then all automorphisms
As in the proof of Theorem 20, if such a ring is wCT then either gcd( n i=1 α i r i , r) = gcd(r 1 , r), or n i=1 α i r i is divisible by r for every tuple (α 1 , . . . , α n ) with n i=1 α i < k − 1. We list some of the numbers of such tuples (r 1 , . . . , r n ) in the following (This data is consistent with s = r n−k+1 and we conjecture this is true in general.) To each of these triples (n, r, k) at least one wCT ring is associated. Note that by Proposition 16, all such rings are non-isomorphic. The number of these tuples is growing rapidly, so there is little hope of finding a nice classification of wCT rings of this type in general.
2.4. wCT basic rings. By [8, Theorem XIX.1], a basic ring R has a similar presentation of the form R = A{x 1 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } for some integer n and a (local and Galois) coefficient ring A as in Theorem 13. However, not all of the elements x i are in J.
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 18 to the basic case. Its proof is an adaptation of the corresponding result for local rings.
Theorem 24. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } for a Galois ring A, and suppose that x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n commute. Then R is wCT if and only if the sets of fixed points of all nontrivial automorphisms i σ ki i with i x ki i = 0 coincide. Proof. Assume that R is wCT and let σ = i σ ki i and τ = i σ i i be nontrivial for some x = i x ki i = 0, y = i x i i = 0. If σ(y) − y is an invertible element of the field A/J(A), then σ(y) − y is also invertible in A. Hence σ(y) = y, and this implies σ(a) = a for all a ∈ A. Therefore, x / ∈ Z(R) and likewise, y / ∈ Z(R). If σ(a) = a, then [a, x] = 0, and since [x, y] = 0, we have [a, y] = 0, thus τ (a) = a. The converse is obvious.
In Theorems 18, 20 and Corollary 21 we have classified local wCT rings R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } with commuting variables x i ∈ J. We now pass to the case of basic rings, where not all of the x i are in J. If R is a basic ring, and all the x i / ∈ J are central, then the basic case essentially reduces to the local case. We thus assume that x 1 / ∈ Z(R) ∪ J. In this case we have a characterization of the wCT property as follows:
Corollary 25. Let R = A{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } be a basic ring for a Galois ring A = GR(p t , r). Suppose that x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n commute, and that x 1 / ∈ Z(R) ∪ J. If r is prime, then R is wCT. Conversely, if R is wCT, then r/ gcd(r, ) is prime, where σ 1 (y) = y p for a generator y of A.
Proof. Following the lines of the proof of Corollary 21, we can show that R is wCT if r is prime. Conversely, if R is wCT, then R/J is a direct sum of two fields by Theorem 10. Hence x 1 / ∈ J implies x 1 is not nilpotent. By Theorem 24, the nontrivial automorphisms σ α 1 have the same set of fixed points for every such integer α. As in the proof of Theorem 20, either gcd(α , r) = gcd( , r), or gcd(α , r) = r for all integers α as above. Hence these α have to be multiples of r/ gcd(r, ).
